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Abstract: The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of a variety of learning environments - closed
loop, open loop and the merger between closed and open loops- on learning simple attack (degagement attack;
DA) and composed numerical attack (1-2-3 attack; NA) in foil fencing as well as to know the differences
between the impact of various educational environments, "the three systems". The research has been carried
out on a sample of 54 students from the second year male students, in the Faculty of Physical Education,
Menofia University in the academic year 2009 / 2010 as a percentage (35.76%) of the total 151 students. The
sample had been divided into three groups: the first experimental group closed loop called CLG; N=18. The
second experimental group open Loop called OLG; N=18 and the third experimental group the merger between
closed and open loops called COLG; N=18. The experimental work was realized over 12 weeks, 1 time a week
for 90 minutes. The results given by a statistical multivariate analysis of variance show that both ways of
practicing influenced significantly the level of OLG, COLG in learning simple attack DA, while the COLG group
had an improved learning composed attack NA more than CLG and OLG. It is recommended to use the closed
loop when you learn the skills of simple attack and to use the integration system between closed and open
loops when learning skills of composed attack in foil fencing.
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INTRODUCTION person. What is meant by a motor skill is the capability of

The learning and performance characteristics in the task.
field of sports had been of the topics that gained the While defining the process of motor skill learning,
attention of many researchers for study, learning and (practicing) represents one of the necessary factors
performance characteristics in  sports play  an important without which no improvements on the level of
role in the acquisition and development of psychomotor acquisition of specific motor skills can be expected.
skills and that are related to the general development of Having that context in mind, it could be said that there are
the personality as well as the acquisition and two ways of practicing which give the best basis for the
development of consensual capacity, physical and acquisition of different motor skills and those are: "Closed
behavioral characteristics [1]. Loop Theory" and "Open Loop Theory".

Motor learning denotes changes of inner processes Adams [4] is the first one to develop the closed loop
which define the capabilities of an individual to perform a theory in motor learning. This theory is based on the
specific motor skill task [2]. According to Eliot and feedback which is characterized by closed loop system,
Madalena [3] motor learning or the formation of a motor where knowing errors either in performance or result is
skill is the capability of reaching defined goals with one of the most important factors that help an individual
efficiency above the one possessed by an inexperienced to correct mistakes.

a "smooth and harmonious" performance of a motor skill
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Fig. 1: Example of closed and open skills in foil fencing sport

There are many classifications of motor skills in the fixed environment), open loop (OLG,in which the
sports field and Poulton [5] classification is of one of performance is undergone in a changeable environment)
these classifications. He said that the motor skills and the third system (closed and open loop; COLG) on
according to the type of environment at which the learning simple and composed attack (DA and NA) skills
performance occur are closed and open  psychomotor in foil fencing sport as well as the comparison between
skill. He provided through this classification the concept the three groups.
of closed skills and open skills. He pointed out that there The closed skill in sport foil fencing is a skill that is
is a chain with one end has the closed skills and the other performed under relatively stable environmental
has the open skills and in-between the degree of opening conditions  and can be defined as those skills that have
or closing of the skill, decreasing when we get nearer to no numerous environmental requirements and have had
the opposite side. some requirements, and even if there are requested

Adams [4] considers that in the closed loop theory, requirements they are unexpected, such as DA of the
the learning of movements which are performed in an simple indirect attack that is performed in the opposite
open environment needs to shut down such this direction of engagement in the case of whether the
environment at the beginning of learning. That to get a direction of the original engagement direction is closed
significant effect for each of the closed and open with the movement of one blade in one fencing time. Open
environment. skill is that skills that is performed under continuously

This is confirmed by Rink [6] who stated that open changing conditions and those skills have environmental
skills must be learnt at first under simplified conditions requirements either expected or unexpected such as NA,
and this means closing the environment at which the skill which consists of feint DA in the opposite direction of
is performed at first and these skills must not be engagement at which the defender response with simple
performed in a closed environment for a long time. defense (direct - horizontal - side) the attacker deceives

Gentile [7] suggest that the skill training using a him with feint DA in the original direction of engagement
closed loop needs the player to repeat the performance in then full DA in the opposite direction of the original
a closed environment as the performance environment is engagement, the researchers chose these attacks from
a stable environment. While the open skills training must indirect simple attack and composed attack in foil fencing
be performed in an opening environment regarding the sport to be psychomotor skills in the principal experiment
place from the start. in this study.

Smith [8] stated that the foil fencing is sport attack
and defiance, the guiding principle of all fencing is to hit MATERIALS AND METHODS
without being hit. The hit at foil is made with the point
and needs to be delivered accurately to the target, which The research has been carried out on a sample of 54
is the torso and that includes the flanks, shoulders and male students from the second year students in the
back as well as the more obvious chest and stomach Faculty of Physical Education, Menofia University in the
areas. Every blade action and every tactic should be learnt academic year 2009 / 2010 as a percentage of 35.76% of
and practiced with this thought in mind. the total 151 students. The sample has been divided into

And so, the learning and mastery of simple and three groups: CLG; N=18, OLG; N=18 and COLG; N=18.
composed attack in the sport foil fencing is the most The experimental work was realized within 12 weeks (once
important tasks that help the player to win, where you a week for 90 minutes). The three groups were similar in
cannot perform any tactical attack or defensive duty warming up and calming (match program content), while
except through good performance of these attacks. differed in the used educational system and the method of

As regard the above, the difference in opinion is clear implementation for CLG and OLG. The merge group
and this raised the attention of the researchers, thus "COLG" works with both CLG and OLG systems
pushing  them  to  investigate  the  impact  of  the use of combined (a week closed loop and a week open loop,
closed loop (CLG, which issued in the performance in a continuously).
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Table 1: Mean, median, std. deviation and skew of the variables: age, weight, height, as well as physical and skill variables

N=77

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Mean Median SD± Skew

Age (y) 17.96 18.00 0.29 0.48

Height (cm) 173.55 174.00 4.75 0.02

Weight (kg) 69.66 69.00 6.09 0.07

Maximal velocity (per sec.) 5.10 5.22 0.62 -0.12

Flexibility (cm) 13.26 13.00 2.40 0.03

Co-ordination (No) 14.10 14.00 1.78 0.15

Agility (per sec.) 23.32 24.00 3.65 -0.47

Muscular power of the legs (cm) 165.13 165.00 13.91 -0.48

Muscular power of the arms (No) 12.21 12.00 1.91 -0.09

Simple attack – DA (Score) 2.97 3.00 0.29 -0.38

Composed attack – NA (Score) 2.81 3.00 0.32 0.21

Table 2: One-way ANOVA between the three groups (CLG, OLG and COLG) in the measurements of the research

Variables Source of variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F

Age (y) Between Groups 0.068 2 0.034 0.405

Within Groups 4.266 51 0.084

Total 4.333 53

Height (cm) Between Groups 7 2 3.500 0.148

Within Groups 1206.333 51 23.654

Total 1213.333 53

Weight (kg) Between Groups 2.333 2 1.167 0.032

Within Groups 1880.5 51 36.873

Total 1882.833 53

Maximal velocity (per sec.) Between Groups 0.301 2 0.150 0.392

Within Groups 19.568 51 0.384

Total 19.869 53

Flexibility (cm) Between Groups 7.148 2 3.574 0.588

Within Groups 309.889 51 6.076

Total 317.037 53

Co-ordination (No) Between Groups 12.462 2 6.231 2.29

Within Groups 138.778 51 2.721

Total 151.24 53

Agility (per sec.) Between Groups 42.259 2 21.130 1.65

Within Groups 653 51 12.804

Total 695.259 53

Muscular power of the legs (cm) Between Groups 553.008 2 276.504 1.64

Within Groups 8598.611 51 168.600

Total 9151.619 53

Muscular power of the arms (No) Between Groups 4.111 2 2.056 0.598

Within Groups 175.389 51 3.439

Total 179.5 53

Simple attack – DA (Score) Between Groups 0.454 2 0.227 2.53

Within Groups 4.569 51 0.0900

Total 5.023 53

Composed attack – NA (Score) Between Groups 0.231 2 0.116 1.28

Within Groups 4.625 51 0.091

Total 4.856 53
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The Experimental Programs in Three Groups Statistical Analysis: The values are expressed as
Group1: CLG: The sixte en garde was determined percentage, mean, median, +/- SD and Skew. Comparisons
including where the teacher should stands (direction of between initial and final measurement in each group were
the engagement) and type of attack undertaken by the analyzed by t test, addition to one-way ANOVA and LSD
learner. For example the disengage attack (DA), Where the between groups. P values <0.05 were defined as
teacher open the direction engagement for the learner to statistically significant. 
perform DA awarded the touch on the target and thus Table (1) shows similarity of the research sample in
certain number of iterations, Then switch between the the growth variables (age - height - weight), physical
teacher and learner to lead the teacher the same number of variables (maximal velocity - flexibility - co-ordination -
iterations carried out by the learner. After the completion agility - muscular power of the legs - muscular power of
of   diversification   other   directions   from the four basic the arms) and skill variables (DA and NA (in foil fencing
engagement cohesion "sixte, quarte, septime, octave" sport.
other than the sixte are taken in succession as every Table (2) shows the parity between the three groups
direction should be repeated the same number of using one-way ANOVA in growth variables (age - height -
iterations done in the sixte direction. weight), physical variables (maximal velocity - flexibility -

The student is provided with immediate feedback on co-ordination - agility - muscular power of the legs -
his performance by the teacher during his performance in muscular power of the arms) and skill variables (DA and
order to correct errors or to give information about the NA) in foil fencing sport, which may affect the results of
way of the performance or promotion. the study.

Group2: OLG: In this group, en guard "the direction RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
engagement" played by the learner is not specified but
the teacher take any direction from the four engagement Data presented in Table 3 show the presence of
trends "sixte, quarte, septime, octave" and the learner significant statistical differences between the average
performs the attack required by the direction engagement initial and final measurement for the three groups in the
for awarding the touch on the target and repeats attack skills selected under research achieving an
performance of the attack in any direction to a number of improvement in average of final measurement of the
iterations equal to the number of attacks in CLG and research sample.
repeats the same performance when changing the group
loop to the engagement direction. Averages of Initial and Final Measurements for CLG

Feedback  is  provided  by  the  teacher  to the Group in Favor of the Final Measurement Average: The
student  after  the  completion  of  performance, the improvement in the performance of CLG group to learn
student waits till his colleagues finish performing attack skills selected (DA and NA) may be due to the
iterations of the first group, then leads the occurrences of immediate feedback providing students with information
the second group. Feedback on his performance is given on how to implement the performance, leading to quick
to him once again, the student continues to work like this response to modify the wrong responses in the following
until he ends the skills performance in this study, also attempts. Repeating implementing the skill consistently,
student immediate feedback derives information by self- led to learning skills correctly and affected positively on
result and provide feedback corrects errors or gives the skill performance level.
information about the way the performance or promotes Researchers   Indicate    that     the    reason  behind
the student. the improving of final measurements over the initial

Group3: COLG: In this group, there is a merger between perceived  impact,  which  is  a  standard  or  a  skill
using the closed and open loops where a closed Loop reference stored in memory and used in performance
educational unit was performed followed by an open loop appraisal by comparing the performance with it to detect
educational unit for simple and compound attack skills any errors in the performance according to the information
(DA and NA) in foil fencing, as well as for the method of provided by the feedback to correct them in the next
providing feedback. attempt.

measurements, is that CLG relies on the concept of
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Table 3: T-test between the three investigated groups

initial measurement final measurement

---------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------

Variables GROUPS N Mean SD± mean SD± T test

Simple attack – DA (Score) CLG 18 3 0.24 8.25 0.49 45.22*

OLG 18 2.81 0.35 4.92 0.62 15.36*

COLG 18 3 0.29 6.81 0.71 25.04*

Composed attack – NA (Score) CLG 18 2.72 0.26 4.75 0.43 16.29*

OLG 18 2.75 0.31 7.44 0.59 28.91*

COLG 18 2.86 0.33 8.42 0.43 48.93*

*shows the significant level and T=0.05

*required table value for significance at df of 17 is 1.74.

Fig. 2: Percentage of improvement in the simple attack Fig. 3: Percentage of improvement in the composed
(DA) for the experimental three groups attack (NA) for the experimental three groups

This is consistent with the results of studies of Gallahue [15] indicates that feedback lets the learner
Mohammed [9], Abd El-Moneim [10], Taha [11], Del Ray know the results or knowledge of performance that lead to
[12] and Abd Al-Majid [13] using the closed loop theory correcting errors to get the desired response.
in the learning or training of motor skills had a positive Researchers indicate that the improved final
impact on the accuracy of skill performance. measurements in OLG group means that the manner of

Averages of Initial and Final Measurements for OLG the evaluation test and that the members of this group
Group in Favor of the Final Measurement Average: reiterate these skills in each direction of the engagement
Improvement in the performance of OLG group for the of the four basic directions to DA and NA skills in an
selected attacking skills in this study was because of irregular random. Training led to the handing performance
reliance on the feedback deferred by the performance and in evaluation test and thereby improving their
immediate feedback to know the outcome, detect errors performance.
that occur during the performance and correct them in the This is consistent with the results of studies of
following attempts to gain access to the proper Mohammed [9], Abd El-Moneim [10], Del Ray [12] and
functioning, leading to good learning of these skills are Abd Al-Majid [13] who stated that using the open loop
and access to the best possible level. theory in the education or training of motor skills has a

This is consistent with what was noted by Zaghloul positive impact on the accuracy of skill performance.
et al. [14] that the feedback reveals the error and modifies
it to the better, leading eventually to that the learner Averages of Initial and Final Measurements for COLG
access maximum degree of proficiency in learning skills of Group in Favor of the Final Measurement Average:
sports activities. Researchers  explain  the  improved  performance  level  in

performing skills was similar to the way they performed in
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Table 4: one way ANOVA between the three groups in the selected attack skills

Variables Source of variation Sum of Squares df Mean Square F

Simple attack (DA) Between Groups 14.986 2 7.493 19.77*
Within Groups 19.319 51 0.379
Total 34.305 53

Composed attack (NA) Between Groups 13.197 2 6.599 26.50*
Within Groups 12.194 51 0.249
Total 25.391 53

*Shows the significant level and F=0.05
*Required table value for significance at df (2. 51) is 3.18.

Table 5: L.S.D between the three groups "CLG, OLG and COLG"

variables GROUPS Mean L.S.D CLG OLG COLG

Simple attack (DA) CLT 8.25 0.98 3.33* 1.44*
OLT 4.92 1.89*
TCLOL 6.81

Composed attack (NA) CLT 4.75 0.64 2.69* 3.66*
OLT 7.44 0.97*
TCLOL 8.42

COLG group for the attacking skills "DA and NA”, by Table (5) revealed significance in simple and
receiving this group both immediate feedback and
deferred by the performance and result. This is most
useful when learning motor skills as it leads to the
development of a good and stable conquer for the skill
and achieve the goal of each attempt, leading to
increasing motivation of the learner to continue the
practice to modify the performance to reach the proper
response.

Gallahue [15] confirms that feedback increases
motivation of the individual during the learning, without
feedback the learner quickly loses enthusiasm and a
desire to complete the process of learning.

These results are consistent with the results of
Mohammed [9], Abd El-Moneim [10] who revealed that
the use of closed and open loops in education or training
motor skills has a positive impact on the accuracy of skill
performance.

Researchers indicate that improving the performance
of the three groups in attacking skills is due to the
educational program which contains a large number of
iterations while performing skills, as it hits 1200 iterations
per skill of the attacking skills, which helped to repair
errors in performance, thus lead the learner to perform the
following responses different from the previous
responses, leading to a reduction in the number of errors
and therefore improving performance level.

Table (4) shows the presence of significant statistical
differences between three groups in the simple attack;
DA, composed attack; NA. Therefore the researchers
calculate the L.S.D of the skill variables with statistical
significance.

composed attack "DA and NA" between the three
research groups.

Researchers explain the improved performance level
of CLG group more than that of OLG and COLG in  the
skill of the simple attack "DA" due to the nature of the
work within CLG as  the  learner  does  20  repetition  of
the simple attack skill "DA" for each condition of
cohesion of the four main position "quarte, sixte, septime,
octave" respectively in a systematic manner with a total
of 100 repetitions in the educational unit, the student
repeats the performance "DA" continuously to a fixed
place on the target in addition to that he has prior
knowledge of where to draw the fly blade, helping him to
make a decision before the start of performance. This
means that the environment in which members of this
group is fixed because of the absence of any variables or
external factors impede the process of performance during
practice and this fits the nature of "DA" closed skill,
performed in a stable environment as circumstances do
not change during the performance of "DA "resulting in
no change in performance every time you repeat the
attack, as commensurate with the functioning of the" DA
"in foil fencing sport. A good opponent does not move
from a fixed place in the engagement during the
performance of the attack. The attacker player is the one
who determines when to start the attack and where to
draw the fly blade to goal of competitor (discount). In
development  of engagement, the weapon and the arms
are in a position to start the engagement "DA" by a
circular movement of the blade that deceives the
opponent's parry, removes the blades from engagement,
or changes the line of engagement.
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Rink [6] confirms that the closed skills are developed (changing engagement) and response is unclear or
through repetition in the constant environments where unknown to the learner, while the nature of CLG requires
efficient performance is installed and thus obtain the simple reaction as the learner knows the exciter and thus
consistency in this pattern. Gentile [7] said that closed- responds. This fits the nature of the performance of
skills training requires the player to repeat them in a compound attack "NA" as an open skill done in a
closed training because the surrounding environment in changing environment, as circumstances changed during
which they are performed is constant. the performance of the skill, so the learner should do some

This finding corresponds with the results of the adjustments in performance every time he repeats the skill
study of Del Ray [12] which indicate that statistically, to suit the requirements of the situation, according to the
there is a positive impact in behalf of the group which reactions of the rival to commensurate with his
exercised the mobility duties in fencing in a closed performance in the game. The player does not know the
environment  over  the group which had the same duties reactions of rival in advance because the rival starts the
in an opened environment. attack and this means that the performance of this skill is

Researchers explain the improved performance of the in response to the factors and variables unexpected from
members of the COLG group more than OLG in simple the opponent player and fits well with the performance in
attack "DA" to the nature of the performance of COLG as the evaluation test. So, in the test the progress of CLG is
they acted two educational closed loop units, followed by greater than of both OLG and COLG in the performance of
two open loop system units during the period of the this skill. 
experiment and the researchers see that learning simple Gentile [7] reported that training on open skills
attack "DA" skill in a closed environment then in open require training from the beginning in a changing
learning environment to gain access to the environment environment, concerning the place.
which has similar conditions like real competition or the Results of this study confirms the results of the
situations of playing. Merging between the closed study of Mohammed and Adib [16] that using open loop
environment and the open one helped the members of this to learn the skill of counter drive of the front face of racket
group to take advantage of each of the immediate more influential than using closed loop.
feedback and deferred special knowledge of performance The researchers explain the outperform of COLG more
and result, leading to debugging the performance of this than the performance of both OLG and CLG in the
skill and reach the proper functioning with great precision, compound attack "NA" to the nature of COLG where two
in addition to the ability to access their performance under units were performed using closed loop system followed
of changing environmental conditions and that suits the by two units with open loop system during the period of
nature of the performance in the foil fencing sport which the experiment. Researchers found that the students in the
is performed in an open and varied environment in terms study found difficulties in learning compound attack
of the place of registration the touch on the target and its "NA" skill as it is performed by moving the blade more
speed and intensity and the reaction of the competitive than once. Based on the reaction of rival and his
player through his defense movements and counter-attack movements and as a result of starting the attack in a
and also suits the nature of the performance in the closed environment then in open learning environment (
evaluation test. In the performance test, the performance to gain similar conditions of competition or the attitudes
level of the simple attack skill "DA" done by COLG group of play through merging between the closed and the
was better than the performance level of the open loop opened environments ) members of this group took the
group. advantage of both immediate feedback and deferred

Researchers indicate that the improved performance special knowledge of performance. So they have a great
of OLG over that of CLG in the compound attack "NA" is impact on debugging the performance of compound
due to the nature of the work within the OLG where the attack skill "NA", reached the proper functioning and
learner does 20 iterations of the compound attack "NA" high degree of accuracy and accessed their performance
for each condition of engagement of the four directions under changing environmental conditions and that suits
randomly with a total of 100 iterations in each educational the nature of the performance in the foil fencing sport
unit. This means that the environment in which members which is performed in an open environment and has
of the group is variable, as changing the engagement variable in terms of the place of registration of touch on
position is unknown to the learner. The researchers the target and its speed and intensity and the reaction of
attribute this progress to the nature of the OLG which the rival with his defense movements and his counter-
requires a compound reaction because the exciter attack. This also fits the nature of the performance in the
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evaluation test. So, in the evaluation test, the performance 4. Adams, J.A., 1971. A Closed Loop Theory of Motor
of COLG was better than the performance of the two sets
of closed loop and open loop system in the skill of
compound attack "NA" . 

Deborah and Charles [17] reported that the learner
feels the movement whether right or wrong. Changing the
movement occurs when the learner compares between the
information obtained from knowing the results and the
desired results and also when comparing his performance
with the performance he wished. At the point he starts to
adjust his performance to get the proper response.

Adams [4] reported in the sixth principle of his ten
principles learning theory that before performing the open
environment movements, the closure is configured first to
obtain a strong impact from each environment of them.

CONCLUSION

C Using a variety of learning environments (closed
loops, open loops, Merger between closed loops and
open loops) have a positive impact on learning the
selected attacking skills in foil fencing sport.

C Using closed loops was more impact on learning
simple attack skill "DA" than using open loops and
Merger between closed loops and open loops.

C Using merger between closed loops and open loops
was more impact on learning compound attack skill
"NA" than using closed loops and open loops.

Recommendations:

C Using closed loops to teach closed simple skills
"Disengage Attack; DA".

C Using of merger between closed loops and open
loops to teach closed compound skills "Numerical 1-
2-3 Attack; NA".

C Benefiting from feedback by declaring results and
evaluating the performance, in case of teaching
beginners.
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